TELESCOPIC HYDRAULIC STACKERS
MODELS:

FTAFC96
FTAFC120
FTAFC132
FTAFC144

When a high lift capab ility is required bu t aisle space is
limited then the Mobile Telescopic Hydraulic Stackers are
the answer.
Combining power lift with easy to maneuver manual push,
the FTAFC Series stackers are designed to lift Skids,
Bales, Baskets, etc.; are perfect for racking and shelving
applications as well as loading and unloading trucks where
there are no docks; and can handle Pallets of all sizes due
to their Adjustable Stradd le Legs.
Providing a safe ergonomic alternative to fork lift trucks at
a fraction of the cost, the FTAFC Stackers are easy to use,
are designed to handle constant heavy duty use, need no
special training to operate, and require a minimum of
maintenanc e.

FEATURES:
Frame: Rugged heav y duty frame
constructed of formed and welded
steel for extra strength.
Mast: Fabricated with channel steel
for greater strength and dependability.
Open structure design complete with
safety cag e offers greater v isibil ity.
Lifting Chains: Unique dual lifting
chains are roller style, heavy duty
steel exceeding a 6:1 safety factor.
Hydraulic System: Durable cylinder
features a chrome plated ram and a
relief valve for overload protection.
Forks: Heavy duty steel 1.5" deep X
3" wide X 42" long adjustable forks.
Adjustable Straddle Legs: The
straddle legs offer complete versatility
by adjusting from 36" to 50" I.D.
Battery: Features a heavy duty 12
volt, 125 amps/hour industrial
strength batt ery.

Charger: The built-in battery charger
is a 10 amp Selenium rectifier with
transformer, circuit breaker and
overload protection, and plugs into any
110 volt outlet.
Steering: Mounted in the center of the
lower housing, the 5th wheel improves
steering in tight area s and features 7" X
2" phenolic wheels.
Wheels: Standard front wheels are
phenolic and are available in 4" or 7"
diameter sizes with roller bearings.
Brake: Features a hand controlled floor
lock brake that secures the unit in
place.
Options:
2,000 lb. cap acity (96" model only)
Fixed Straddle Legs to 50" I.D.
AC Power
Remote Control
Snap-on Platform
Modified Fork Length
Work Platform w/safety rail

SPECIFICATIONS:
Load Capacity:
1500 lbs.
Load Center:
24"
Lowered Fork Height:
3"
Raised Height:
96/120/132/144"
Mast Height:
70/82/88/94"
Straddle Legs I.D.:
36" - 50"
Straddle Legs O.D.:
42" - 56"
Fork Size:
1.5" X 3" X 42"
Fork Adjust O.D.:
6" - 25"
Weight:
815/875/900/924 lbs.
Steer Wheels:
7" Phenolic
Front Wheels:
4" Phenolic
Battery:
12V/125A heavy duty
Charger:
12V/10A w/overload
protect

